
How to Make a Quick Delicious Bowl of Hot Curry 

By Ananya Vahal 

 

Before I reveal my recipe for a quick delicious bowl of hot curry, let me give you a brief 

history of this exotic dish. India is a melting pot of languages, cultures, religions, and races so 

the food varies greatly from region to region. The word curry is derived from the Tamil (South 

Indian) word kari which means sauce. (Kanjilal) The British took this word and began using it to 

refer to all Indian cuisine. According to a BBC article, “Once [curry] just meant Indian food, but 

"it now denotes various kinds of dish[es] in numerous different parts of the world, but all are 

savoury and all are spiced."” In fact, the British love curry so much they established a National 

Curry Week. (Taylor) 

Being the ultimate authority on everything, the British have clearly redefined the word 

curry from all Indian food to anything ethnic (read: non-white) that is “savory” and “spiced.” 

Surprisingly, there is still some confusion as to what the word actually means. Even highly 

accredited sources like Wikipedia have two different definitions of curry from a dish prepared in 

a sauce to a dish that includes curry powder. This word is also confusing to most Indian people 

who don’t use the word curry to refer to every dish they make despite the clear definition set out 

by the British. In fact, they don’t use the word curry to refer to most dishes they make. They also 

don’t use curry powder or know what blend of ingredients are in it since it was created in Britain 

to help British people make curry easily without having to actually know any Indian recipes. 

Luckily, the British are not bothered by this strange inconsistency when ordering Chicken Tikka 
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Masala with a side of garlic Naan instead of just ordering curry every time they visit an Indian 

restaurant during National Curry Week. 

Many Americans who aren’t of Indian origin are also not bothered by the confusion 

behind the true meaning of the word curry. In my personal experience as an Indian-American, 

many people I’ve met don’t know the difference between curry as in curry powder, curry as in 

gravy, or curry as in an Indian person. In fact, in most situations when the topic of my ethnicity 

comes up, it is immediately followed by people’s unsolicited opinion of how much they love or 

hate curry. In many ways this is very similar to how when a Caucasian-American mentions her 

race, the surrounding people immediately follow by sharing their unsolicited opinion of how 

much they love or hate meatloaf, or when a Mexican-American mentions her race, the 

surrounding people immediately follow by sharing their unsolicited opinion of how much they 

love tacos (I am yet to meet someone who hates tacos). But semantics aside, let me share this 

quick and easy recipe for a quick delicious bowl of hot curry. 

Ingredients: 

Bowl 

Trip to local Indian restaurant 

One Indian Person 

Yourself 

Other non-Indian people (optional) 

Cilantro 

Instructions: 
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1.) Take a trip to your local Indian restaurant. Order the Chicken Tikka Masala because 

that’s the only dish you’ve heard of from other people you know who are super into 

ethnic food. Don’t forget the side of garlic Naan. 

2.) Meet an Indian person. Preferably someone you find at your workplace or a roommate. 

3.) Ask them where they are from. When they reply “Atlanta,” ask them where they are 

really from. 

4.) As soon as they reply with “India” or “My parents are from India,” immediately begin 

talking about your love/hate for ethnic food, specifically, curry. Example: “Oh my god, I 

love curry” or “Oh my god, I hate curry.” 

5.) Talk about how spicy it is and how it makes you sweat. Talk about how you can always 

smell when your Indian neighbor is cooking because the entire hallway in your apartment 

building smells like curry. 

6.) Make sure you don’t change the subject because any other information about this Indian 

person is irrelevant and often counterproductive to this recipe. 

7.) Continue talking about how much you love or hate curry until the Indian person in front 

of you begins to steam and melt and eventually resemble what looks like a bowl of curry. 

At this point, make sure you have a bowl handy to quickly catch the person/curry in it 

without letting it drip onto the floor. 

8.) Top off the hot steamy bowl of curry with some freshly chopped cilantro to add an aroma 

of authenticity. 

9.) (Optional) Tell everyone around you that you are talking to an Indian person so that they 

can also share their opinion of how much they love or hate curry.  TIP: The more people 
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begin to associate said Indian person with curry, the faster they turn into a spicy, 

delicious bowl of hot curry. 

This recipe is best served with a side of freshly cooked basmati rice and ignorance.  

This recipe has been in my family for generations. There is no faster or easier way to 

make a quick delicious bowl of hot curry. Although I’m not sure we will ever resolve the 

confusion behind the word curry despite the bold declarations of the British, I do hope this recipe 

provided a better glimpse into what the word means. Personally, I can’t say I enjoy being turned 

into a delicious bowl of hot curry all the time but if it gives people the opportunity to indulge 

into their favorite dish and desperately prove that they are well-informed on all ethnic matters at 

the same time, I still can’t say I enjoy it. I do, however, hope that you all enjoy this recipe but be 

careful not to overdo it or you might end up accidently wiping out the world’s second largest 

population from the Earth as they all turn into a delicious ocean of hot curry. For more 

information about curry or more recipes, read my accompanying article “Top 10 Curry Recipes 

to Try for National Curry Week.” 
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